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Case#:NW 53320 Date:
06-26-2017
investigating on Oswald... on a FBI report NOT in CIA's possession before 22 Nov 1963:

(1) Report dated 7 March 1961. Title:
the Hon. John F. Kennedy, LSC Dallas Office of the FBI. 10 numbered pages. This report is a chronological account of Oswald's life from his birth to his defection to the USSR and indicates his firm commitment to return to the U.S. We secured this report from LSC Dallas

(2) Report dated June 3, 1960, to the
Office of the Secretary of State of State. Subject: the Hon. John F. Kennedy speaks to Secretary of State, 1957, and refers to FBI investigation. No. 234, reference
on the case and draws attention to the fact that the report was
made by the FBI. The death certificate, surrendered by Oswald to the Soviets, was
1975)

Recommend, if approved, that Dr. M. S. R. S. 35, or any deal with the Soviet Government.

(We received this report on 9 March 1964.)

(d) Report dated 31 October 1962. Title: Lee Harvey Oswald - Early Life in New Orleans and Activities for FDR's campaign. Report by Cuba Committee. Report 75 of Melvin R. Krasner, 18 pages. (We received this by letter from T. J. Eden, Ottawa, on 9 March 1964.)
I. Circumstantial Facts: from 05/05 - 05/13 the USS Weyburn handled as a matter of ordinary business, in both Nyp and in Ygp. Handling was by the book, leaving in mind that Messrs. F. R. had a large revenue contract. One 24th was identified (by name) and presented (1209 Act) to Ygp 152 and diagnosed (1035) was to Navy and F. R. going under the discriminating agreement. Both on the 24th 152 was given the name of the book. Ygp and Navy were not part of the information.

2. Variations can be sustained against Messrs. F. R. and Navy's contract, handling between 27 April and 22 May.

1. Messrs. F. R. canceled its forecasting of a code identification on 8 Act (based on sixteen entries) and in 10/17 wrote the incorrectly selected description of an individual only entered the USNR code: Serious any). The lack evidence that the case was referred to believe the person identified by various means and makes any effort that the Ygp center: where no reason to believe he hadn't or could not have seen the front photograph.

2. The diagnosis was from Nyp on 02/10 to the 10/3 reading the medical report based on the photograph of the unidentified individual.

3. In its reply 5 May 11/20, concerning Nyp, gave Nyp a correct description of 41 Henry 0 which was at close variance with the description of the unidentified individual and should have been sufficient, normally to break any evidential connection between the two facts.

4. Ygp's report, though absent of facts, did not prove or suceed in identifying as follows: on 10/0 before the 30/0 of Nyp, 02/20, where the book was identified, the book was not known to be at any point where the book had been left. Nyp: meeting day.
The legal authorities on the NPS representation or the
embassy (which was pinpointed by the 16th Div).

6. Through request by Major Jenkins, Jr., which was
for a photo copy, but did not permit and accuse
a photo before the invoice.

7. Major Jenkins did not match the 1st case without
with it being intercepted (by 2C's and 183 Intp) until
after the 22nd NPS event, when it did so enote
locality.

8. Major Jenkins did not match the 1st case
with the incident at the 1st case of the
same individual not that in part of the
street entrance and a 1st. 2300 before the Cuban
entrance and after 22nd.

9. Despite the clear disarray in devastation NPS states
put the 1st photo with the claim of evidence on
22 NPS. 2300 green. Ultimately the decision having
been made by the Governor and the Attorney
Chief. In effect, being faced with a quiet account.

10. We plant coverage was obtained at any time of 1401
high city. The victim of the incident the individual
in good faith by 2C was instantaneous and
concluded the operations in the long run,
though every effort was made to satisfy the require-
ments of the Commission and the account of the
operation.

11. Two members of LCNMS had been to long ahead with
2C's, taking dynamite and dynamite. Both left a complaint
on 17 Nov. 1861.

3. The intent of the mitigation of the order was not
against the NPS group, rather than the Cuban. Average may
and however, turned up at least one angrier
intention.

4. The lesser calamity, conversating - allusion
for the day. Details give not only gone to L
in another 3 with must in another
and (c) the Skrinyer-Russell weaponry detection cell on the
and

and (c) Landguards sequence by Jacobson and Wadsworth in

Technical support and none of the

Was the Soviet Union aware of this

Vigil

(1) Considerable advance against MiG

(2) Restrictions on the amount of detail
given by Stalin. None has been

In May 1967, statements to confid. Senior

in this is also reason
to review the

(3) Yablone's report to Willemsen

(4) appears to have been admitted.
(4) Con of Elena Barra de Veg. led the announcement reports J. State Dept Officer, Thomas. This crew suggests the possibility that labor forces in Espanola were in a position to manipulate and circumvent to the State's claimed actions affecting La Hana, including the Alcaldes. Further, the statement poses three times three times the presence of a lead headed agency. According to Alcaldes in the labor movement, according to Elena Barra, in attendance at labor union's party.

(5) Alcaldes by Ersie, Celito de Alcides (Celito Alcides) with lead (accordance) Thursday, Dec 2, on the Cuban trip for FPCP org. 1962-63 Jan. 1963. The relationship to FPCP activity is totally unclear and unbelievable on its face unless it can be assumed that FPCP and Cubans themselves were more aware of what he was doing than they have acknowledged.

(6) Case of Oscar Gutierrez to Am. Communist Party's hegemony in May 1962. Relation to 419 alleged contact with pro-Castro student groups at the University of Havana at least 5 seems this amount for a conversion.

Oscar Gutierrez

5. Acknowledging questionable aspects of LCP; which
the Party initiative:

- He denied the lead role, said got 7%
- He was then 4 full time, expected 1 1/2 hours
- He was 31, 5 on business, 1/2 time at most, this is 87/77 hours 5 full time activity amounted to the claim on his left hand and acting
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was he concluded that if he had contact with either Soviet or Cuban, he must extend the former’s way and present our case that he was told to阿根廷人 or anything of that kind? Consider in that context his subsequent letters to USLDE and Uruguayanstellensofficer from Mexico. Conversely it would make more sense to conclude that his relations were in an ejection, developmental stage and that last's effort to induce an arms trade would be self-defeating. (Note the real national interest between his probable attempt to induce an arms trade in Mexico in 1950 which stopped the balance in the former's favor of remaining in the USSR and the consequences of his ultimate self-preservation and self-determination). "Donation"

NB: the allow for all having said perhaps that was self-consumming in his dealing with Soviet and Cuban, including treaties against the lives of prominent anti-Soviet and anti-communist leaders. The Soviets nor Cuban can admit acts to the events, disorder they know.

6. What is the protective value without factual collateral relating to Mexico and Dallas event — of Castro’s statements as reported by AP, on 2 Sept 1963 as evidence. hardening evidence, whether? Note that USl’s main anticipated element of the AP statements. Without factual collateral its protective value is only as a conditioning factor, which could have operated powerfully on a homicidal individual like Lbs. Therefore Castro must have a significant historical weight for any to write whatever the nature and degree of knowledge of plotting against
Thus his claim and JFK’s are dead. Now one enunciates an act of assassination where it may have been a conditioned response by a psychotic victim for “justifiable homicides.” As a result, he can conduct an investigation in order to prove or to suggest that the assassination was indeed a justified retorsion against the absence of political retaliation that goes beyond what we do know, namely that LHO was the killer of JFK and Lander Tippett found that he did not author.

Ask the same question as the Sexton observation. If
his brother T.O. attributes it: What required. Accidentally
was he attached to what he said? (Admitted that
rumors go and could be people in the

In question of book 7 supposing additional revelation
also requiring that these were two defective sources
who came out immediately after the assassination, one
Sword (Norman) and the other Ted Sorensen whose own
thoughts of causing commercial damage to the
hosts, business and labor intelligence services
off this book.

*NB: [Page 5] for a great source and mention C/H, only content.

No. 666. Norman, Zander in his memoirs to the end that
JFK went into the present year 1962.

7. Thus is very reason to be unhappy with the work of

when the French Communist agents put it to benefit to

the chief blaze on CIA for allegedly not revealing what the
anti-Cuba was doing, among they knew. Else from

I know the policy was to deal with the empire

but not to run away or to become directly involved

in this anti-Cuba plotters.” J. & not supposing that the

Thus, the commission leadership & JFK’s in 1963 were

clearly against such a theory in the absence of credible
evidence to the contrary. What was to be done: how

the conclusions in spite of the absence of evidence

Michael
In fact of the working level in CIA - what the FBI's question was in not known to me - it may well be that the report that both could have left a larger opening for further accumulation of evidence relating to the foreign conspiracy aspect. The Whittaker was as advised by Chief Staff at the time. In any case they are a matter of measure or checking and between we are taking some of degree of emphasis because the report properly need does leave the question of immediate responsibility of US or a single state killer open.

What did the commie in Staff itself do to formulate the question necessary to cover all aspects of this case and get them investigated - in the instance by the FBI

6. Some info developed abroad after assassinations, possibly direct bearing on assessment of the foreign conspiracy theory.
   a) Code 607 1st reference 6/55 - info proceded
   b) Names really 6/64 - info proceded in substance
   c) Szegedinya - Wallin S. Emb. Moscow
      6/60. Mindel was.

Continued

4. No evidence that front has been penetrated
   [Handwritten notes and markings]

No further involvement
9. Minutes in record in full darkness of full
   court held by agency in secret testimony Wed. May
   6, 1964 (see Vol I: 120 - 121, and by affidavit
   Exhibits 868 and 869). Also in amended 1965
   order, that no notices were given. with held
   from public because of its threat to hearing
   on the examination.

10. In general the Powell case file shows a
    minimum impact from Court and no concern
    with the implication of statement/learning by
    testifier in
    Court on 7 Sept 1963. Question: what was missing
    within why did not ignorant levels to their statement?
    This should be traceable in Telling file of
    met with Attorneys and Age.

11. See Marvin O's file. (Vol. I): the suspect's arrest was
    not to go to USSR but to get to Cuba, destroy them, somehow
    get them to join them.

12. Note the persistent interest in control of Cuba!

   a. Delgado testimony in Marvin Corp case held in LA
      area, contact with labor consultants. One
      visit from mentor, individual demand accept.
      Early investigation, with later resolution.

   b. The presumptions were 1st that they would leave
      Cuban consul, establishing in LA. Going
      hands to 1959 which they were held in the USSR

   c. See also FRDC testimony, Vol I: 224, 228, 289
      which is backed up by Wade, Vol. V: 285

   d. See also Mohrenschiltz testimony, IX: 267,

   e. See Delgado testimony, re communism, plannings
      against priests beginning on May 63 when
contrasted him, expected it long, offered it hard, later cousins for wife, and attempted to
get his money. This was matched by a day when
Mrs. Jones found $1000 in her pocket, making a
poor, a sworn woman of Uncle in behalf of FFFF.
On 12th there was a municipal court action
for which LXX pleaded guilty and paid $10. On 13th
he was prying out knowledge in some manner. 
Bargain
sent a friend to LXX's house on 16th. On 21st
there was a lavish débâcle. By this point got T
Ed. Both of K's learned of the happenings.
(see above correspondence & attached testimony)

NB: it is remarkable that we are apparently focused
on the whole phenomenon & heard attempted

(2) What does one make of the Andrews testimony,
of the Brian testimony, etc., the Rogers, etc., testimony?

(3) What are the implications & effect of counsel's actions &
conduct in NO. on behalf of FPPP? Some
were the basis of the accusations &
conduct. After he had begun to meet K.

(4) What does a chapter mean? I do not
understand how like chapter with the
first draft, previous drafts?

(5) Report here not with the NO report by Northam on
939-1983, more on testimony than in the
point through the witness that appeared in
Tetra because must have been seen.
On explicit main line, however, p.412.
- Cesar Ganso de Foyo. This is a persistent account.
- Reported by COS via MDE on 12 Oct 1964. Described by her to book. Political office: Charles Thomas 10 Dec 1965. She added that in Nov 1965 she was instructed by an official in the LA Embassy to go to US Embassy and tell story. Story was reported by MI 5 of 16 Dec 1965. 25 Dec 1965, she was arrested and imprisoned. Comment: [NB: Cesar Ganso is married to Norio Donn; marriage in law to Silvia Duran.]

NB: Ganso was arrested by MI 5 12 Oct 1965. Similar info but not substantiated by inquiries. Later reported US Embassy to COS on 27 Dec 65 to Ambassador on 28 Dec 1965. Further inquiries by Thomas with Cesar Cans on 13 Jan 1966. Additional details on her attendance 30 June 1966 but embassy function on 13 Oct 66. Later confirmed that Cans had been arrested 29 Nov 1965 at Hotel Venetia, 25 Dec 29-30, she had disappeared. 27th by MI 5. Comment: between Thomas and Cesar Cans on her detention.

Example: If repeated a Continuum occurs next
Case: If labor is present at hernia is operated
ful - continued:

1. Funduscopic Miosis found.

2. The 1查600 paper, sent to W H
Hem: "French Ireland" Utilization of NY
Area. "Mr. Kennedy."

3. American Sec. Coun. Staff: "background
for improvement." Analysis of Monroe
agreement.

4. Ralph P. Pickman, National Sider of the American
Cons.

5. Cash for Benignex arranged by FBI to be
certified a doctor looking LTV with FC.
(6/31/1967)

6. Detailed analysis by William - Dr. by Allen & Scott.
Of LTV, activity of certain unions under LTV contract.

7. Extract. Henry C. Taylor, Chief of Service of 62
of act going on death in a Dr's. agent.
Mexico 653, 17 Oct (and W.H. 98): reported 1 W.H. complete w/ date in a photo of an individual who had entered USSR cap. on 1 Oct and his description. Same individual photostated again and USSR cap. on 4 Oct and entered Cuba on 11 Oct. None of these photos were forwarded.

W.H. reply. 7740 17 Oct to Mexico, you cannot identify warrant for middle name and a correct description (which did not match that of the photostated individual agented by H.S., 653, B.'s report). W.H. sent out 16 Oct.


W.H. sent out to Cuba, asking agent for a photo. 24 Oct.

No photos had been sent to Mexico agented by E.W.

Paris 7044: 22 Nov: requested W.H. to find photo, preferably a picture it was found by photo of Oct 83.

30th Nov. 22nd Nov: reviewed 2 W.H. photos, one indicated this was a foreigner.photo 1710 of only winner, who should be identified.

In personal note of telephone, with W.H. brief word remining 10/28, agent gives a photo of self also hand. only released agent might receive to take copies at doctors by armed crews, who shown up by N.F. also agent would mail copies to Cuba, from London. 658 photos, 4 in color, 4 in white. Also provided via N.M.P.

22533, which included the 2 photos of same person writing Cuban Embassy, agent left Cuba city 20th 22nd to doctor. USSR First, agents all photo he shown here 84822 123 Nov has been cancelled by means of. Following code (84822) also prices, wire photos of aboard sailors
2 October 1963 (Wednesday). No activity registered. [L100, departs 06.08.30 for London - Dublin.]

3 October 1963 (Thursday). At 1559 there was a call to SFO MA line (Someone used L100 over USSR call 1) by individual speaking broken Spanish, over Then English. Wants a report for USSR. Director to call 15-60-55. This is probably not a L100 call: (1) L100 left My City C830, 20:57
(2) Director's memo copy of director's memo to report to
(3) Substance in conversation with Spanish speaker.
(4) Spanish speaker cut his broadcast.

Summary:
(1) All coverage by C18 during 27 Sept or 2 bit period was technical, no live source collected.
(2) "Spanish" identified self by name only, in 1600.
(3) D. worked at least three contacts to Cuban embassy, C101 2 m 27 Sept., 1 m 28 Sept. He worked at least 3 entries to the Soviet embassy, 1 m 27 Sept. and 2
(4) One was the same, giving 0 at any time.
(5) Ws were not sent. Orig. report of 2 at any 00 time.
(6) B. worked on 27 Sept., known of 1 m 28 Sept. 29
(7) D. worked on 30 Sept., known of 0 m 28 Sept. 29
13. Report does not consider overall purpose of activity on an operational continuum in which the state and labor are involved. The report states that the final analysis is based on the current situation.

O) There was every reasonable argument and evidence to conclude that the termination of LIFO (Ledger, Finishing) in the 2nd Plenum and the labor interest included an unsolved cost (Labor) which went back to the 2nd Plenum. And if the 2nd Plenum, November, is completed, the facts are concluded.

O) The material furnished by the US labor (via Sweden) tells you about 95% of anything that is not a reasonable inference suggested.

(This is not to say LIFO was under instruction in 22 Nov.)

O) In addition to the explicit indication of a friendly report, there is evidence suggesting the 2nd Plenum was not completed, but it is also evidence suggesting a failure. The 2nd Plenum did not discuss the agreements.

O) The conference with the State Department was a failure. The report was sent to the State Department. The State Department's report is not available. The report sent was not a final report. The report was not sent to the State Department.

O) The State Department's report was not sent to the State Department. The report sent was not a final report. The report was not sent to the State Department.

O) The State Department's report was not sent to the State Department. The report sent was not a final report. The report was not sent to the State Department.

O) The State Department's report was not sent to the State Department. The report sent was not a final report. The report was not sent to the State Department.

O) The State Department's report was not sent to the State Department. The report sent was not a final report. The report was not sent to the State Department.
Notes

0 July - 284248 - was opened on 9 Dec 1960 under the authority: OSWACD, Lee Harvey. Report to USSA in October 1963.

Note that in rev. 7S to Reach: 1930 to 1964 "before developed by CIA on the evidence of Lee Harvey Oswood in Mexico City, September 21 to Oct 3, 1963," pages 4, 5, and 6, were stated:


[Handwritten text likely discussing evidence or details related to the events mentioned in the note.]

Wm. Miami reported by CEOS 922 NER 22412 25 Dec.
AMH INT 53 reported AMSSP delegate had radio date: Stenola in Aug 63 or N.O. stating WDSP. Summarizing AMSSP file claims to receive from columns 1300 on 22 NER.

HMNS 22533 722 NER 1618 formalj photo 047
Extrased file in envelope containing my 1500 724 25 64. No mention of anyone's armure.
Waiving Vld. Kostikov to identify with operationally believable
its a 13th dept operation, Vld. known to have avoided
on matter of misleading sabotage. Allegation of open conflict
or potentially coordinated reaction known to be at the
time an accepted doctrinal point at least among all
NB: our craft IBI mind (2134) details on subject and
3 supplies press briefing on topic - if these two were
concerned with. "sec. 23.2A4.2.1.4m. (long)"
- the other. "sec. 21.2.4.1.3. (alt 24)"

 دمشق 84915 1223 Nov 63 22062 Greek. t 781 43
the get: 2 supplement signatures reported by Meji re "North
American on 23rd at full full seven"

Report from Saldung Chode 23 Nov re others had reaction
indicated imminent reaction that curve. were "yakima
C10", extremely sight a segregationists to Acheson. This
was change back to Marting P.02. Indeed time be given
that answer was involved in FPC directive that this
given only accepted at home against a segregation
it’s become; (The Saldung 653 IV 67147)
23 Nov 63)

NB: Reza was no licentious recomender re Sec. Ind. 1-4 Dec.
(see Meji 7093 IV 69187). This would indicate the third time
57 the 24th call to Bordin identified in 57 1 10 62, but
indicate no vice component could be done "meaning
first two armed print receipt of second call"

It is clear from content that 21i represented agree. &
Madero afternoon and carried 2 sets of my
photos took requiring toumed. but 47 1 10 4
Oct. Other set of 2 sets of these sig also one each of
the photos taken 548 at Cuban links more printed
Max provided full rundown of all possible cells by 7th weekend and by 23rd Oct call by 7033 of 23 Nov 1963 (in 67239)
According to Dr. 23 April 1975, the camera was down on 22 feet for some mechanical malfunctions. He stated he and Shaw worked personally on reducing a subsequent photo stage. We contain that micro-swirls are replicable on microfilms. Not a matter to human malfunctions (including mechanical) either. Would attempt to bring elements of recall I cannot have on this point. We would get in touch.

Query: granted above, why did we not get 0 at the Cuban violation on 1972 26 22?
Cubin, Corrado - formerly a pills.. HRingst
worked in counter 4: Cubin - otherwise
- At noon got a lunch... 4: Cubin - We also were
operated, performed by a Cubin. He also was
operated, performed by a Cubin. We did make dispatch
During those things. He did make dispatch

- From Allen Freeman
Adviser that Mexico City station written to 

not sure to do anything

limitations and capabilities had show 

all it could, leave no complaints with

Headquarter instructions: thus were no

further contact by demand at report know 
it was ultimately made

he had kept Mexico City, on 2 Oct

and photographs, it was 

taken with special effort)

leave this effort to make a positive

identification, in view of Donald's hotel

registration under alias.

Tell with Michael James.
1. Maxi 6453 (IN 36017, 9 Oct, 04342 etc) Action to WOB.

2. De 74676 to SHC, 361 < etc., 28/128

3. De 74676 to Maxi, ref. Max 6453 22/092.

4. Maxi 6534, 15 Oct 1963 40357, 17302 (ref. etc. etc.)

Get (line) proofed into my 7 for India trip.

√ Get copy for BNAC. Must report to
the Belhu forum via channel
atmosphere.

√ Call Rome on wire separately. Liddle
pick up.

√ Call Bodor at toll line about 12.30

√ Get telegraph copy of All action 5.30.

Check if these are 201 on V.I. Pastelov who
was allegedly expelled 11 Nov 1953 on KGB orders
from Admiralscide. The MRF can use this from
A.N. Akshenov.

Discussion with V. Phillips 24 April - it was
under common that one hour. A. Duke
must regret the uncooperative photo or anything
but would prefer furnishing the background
he has with his photos (No. ENS. comm. 6
package).
- Got pulled back to West Chiefland for end 1963 @ least 10 months 64.

- We must fill in the sequence of discussion with the Commission staff or the phase.

- Are there any pitfalls in these or unnecessary prices additional to relations with the Commission?

28/4

Mike Foster - surveying for East. Pavement was made of church or steel which was automatic & shop operated. Cab was driven by driver (Allen White) & was manually operated.